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1. Introduction 
Throughout, R will denote a commutative ring whose only nilpotent element is 
0 (i.e., R is reduced) and mR its set of minimal prime ideals. If S is a subset of R, 
let A(S)={xeR:xS=O}, let ~(S)={PE~R:SCP}, and let h’(S)=mR\h(S). If 
SE R is a singleton, abbreviate A((s}) by A(s), h({s}) by h(s), and hC({s}) by hC(s). 
It is well known that for any SE R, h’(s) =h(A(s)); see, for example [.5]. Unless 
noted otherwise, mR will carry the hull-kernel topology T; i.e., the topology whose 
base is 
{hC(.s):sER}. 
It is shown in [5] that (mR, T) is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff space. In the sequel, 
it will be assumed also that R satisfies: 
(CAC) {A(s): s E R} is closed under countable intersection. 
It is shown in [5] and [6] that if R is either the ring of all continuous real-valued 
functions on a topological space or the ring of formal power series over a commu- 
tative reduced ring, then R satisfies CAC. 
In [3] it was shown that if R satisfies CAC, and ScmR is weakly Lindelijf (i.e., 
every open cover of S has a countable subfamily whose union is dense in S), then 
Cl,, S and the Stone-Tech compactification /3S of S are homeomorphic. That is, 
(i) S is C*-embedded in its closure, and 
(ii) Cl,, S is compact. 
(Notation and terminology unfamiliar to the reader may be found in [4].) 
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(Recall from [l] that spaces of countable cellularity as well as Lindelof spaces are 
weakly Lindelof, while an uncountable discrete space is not.) 
The proof of these assertions about mR in [3] involves a mixture of algebraic and 
topological techniques. In this note, the algebraic assumptions needed to deduce (i) 
and (ii) are converted into topological assumptions from which it is possible to prove 
them in a purely topological way. Some results new even for (mR, z) are given as 
well. These results were obtained jointly with R. Kopperman and R.G. Woods, and 
the three of us have developed similar techniques that enable us to obtain results 
about other classes of spaces including subspaces of F-spaces. 
I conclude by asking some questions about locales related to the results described 
above. 
Except for the parts of the paper dealing with cotopologies, all of the spaces 
considered will be Tychonoff spaces. 
2. Algebraic assumptions made topological 
Definition 2.1. A base .?Z? for a topological space is called pretty if: 
(a) each B in $5 is clopen, and 
(b) the closure of the union of a sequence of elements of &5’ is in 95’. 
Recall that a Tychonoff space X is called basically (respectively, extremally) 
disconnected if the closure of each of its cozero (respectively, open) sets is open. It 
is easy to verify that the family of all clopen subsets of a basically disconnected 
space X is a pretty base for X. Also, it follows easily from Lemma 4.2 of [5] 
that if R is a commutative reduced ring that satisfies CAC, then the family 
{&4(s)): SE R} is a pretty base for mR. 
Recall that the subsets S and T of a topological space X are said to be separated 
if each of them is disjoint from the closure of the other. In the sequel, the following 
fact established in [l] will be needed. 
(*) A cozeroset in a weakly Lindelof space is weakly Lindelof. 
Lemma 2.2. If S and Tare separated weakly Lindeltif subspaces of a space with a 
pretty base, then there is a (clopen) BE 33 containing S and disjoint from T. 
Proof. Since X has a pretty base 3 and S, T are separated, for each s E S, there is 
a B,E 33 such that SE B,c (X\ Cl, T), and for each t E T, there is a C, E 95’ such 
that t E C,C (X\ ClxS). Since S and T are weakly Lindelof, there is a countable 
subfamily { Bs(,,). . n < o} of {B,: s E S} such that S’ = U { Bscn): n< c~} n S is a dense 
cozero set of S. Similarly, there is a countable subfamily {Ctcn): n<cuj of 
(C,: tE T} such that T’= U{C+): n <w} fl T is a dense cozero set of T. By ( *), S’ 
and T’ are weakly Lindelof. 
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For n<o, let 
P,=B,(,)\U{C~(~):~I~), ad Q~=c~~~,\U{B~(~,:~I~}. 
Then P, and Q, are disjoint open subsets of X, as are P= UP,, and Q = UQ,. 
Also, S’C P and T’c Q. If we cover P by members of 3? which are contained in P, 
then there is a countable subset {A,,,: n< OJ} of 3 such that S”= U{A,,,: 
n <o} nS is dense in S’. Let A = Cl,U (A,,,: n <o}. Then A E 33’ since 33 is 
pretty and 
ScCl,S’cCl,S”cA. 
Since PnQ is empty and Q is open, A nQcPnQ=0, and since A is open and 
T’nA cQnA =0, TnA ccl, T’nA =0. So the proof of the lemma is com- 
plete. 0 
Theorem 2.3. If X has a pretty base, then its weakly Lindeltif subspaces are 
C *-embedded. 
Proof. Suppose Y is a weakly Lindelof subspace of X and S, T are completely 
separated subspaces of Y. It suffices to show by 1.17 of [4] that S and Tare com- 
pletely separated in X. Suppose f E C*(Y) is such that f [S] = (0) and f [T] = (l}. 
Then 
H={y~Y:f(y)<+} and K={y~Y:f(y)>+) 
are separated in X and are cozerosets in the weakly Lindelof space Y. By (*), H 
and K are weakly Lindelof and hence are completely separated in X by Lemma 2.2. 
Clearly S and T are completely separated in X as well. 0 
Even more can be said about weakly Lindelof spaces with a pretty base; namely 
the following: 
Theorem 2.4. A weakly Lindelef space X with a pretty base is basically dis- 
connected. 
Proof. Let 33 denote a pretty base for X and suppose S is a cozeroset. By (*), S 
is weakly Lindelof. Each s E S is an element of some B, E 35’ that is contained in S, 
so the open cover (B,: s E S} has a countable subfamily (Bscnj: n < o} whose union 
is dense in S. Since ~33 is a pretty base, the closure of this latter union is in B and 
hence is open. Thus, Cl,S is open and hence X is basically disconnected. 0 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4 is that /30 \ o cannot have a pretty 
base, thereby providing an example of a compact F-space (i.e., a space in which all 
cozerosets are C*-embedded) that has no pretty base. 
Below, another special kind of space with a pretty base is considered. 
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Definition 2.5. A Tychonoff space such that every zeroset is the closure of its 
interior is called an aImost-P-space. 
It is shown in 5.1 l(h) of [lo] that if X is locally compact and realcompact, in 
particular if X is an infinite discrete space of nonmeasurable cardinality, then 
/3X\ X is a compact almost-P-space. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose X is an almost-P-space with a pretty base S’. 
(a) Every weakly ~~nde~~f subspace S of X is ~-embedded. 
(b) If S is also realcompact, then S is closed. 
(c) Every countable subset of X is closed. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2.3, S is C*-embedded in X. To show that S is C-embedded, 
it suffices, by 1.18 of [4] to show that S is completely separated from every zeroset 
Z disjoint from it. For each s E S, choose Bse 33 containing s that is disjoint 
from Z. Since S is weakly LindelGf, {B,: SE S> contains a countable subfamily 
C&(n)* * n-co> such that the closure B of its union contains S. Then B= U(B,(,): 
n < CQ], for otherwise, B \ U{Bscn): n <o} would be a zeroset with nonempty 
interior, contrary to assumption. Hence B is a clopen set disjoint from Z that 
contains S, so S is C-embedded and (a) holds. 
(b) By 8A.l of [4], a realcompact C-embedded subspace is ciosed, so (b) follows 
from (a). 
(c) Clearly every countable space is realcompact by 8.2 of [4], so (b) implies 
(c). 0 
The following definition is inspired by the fact that if R is a commutative reduced 
ring, and T* is the topology on mR generated by (h(a): a ER], then (mR, z*) is 
quasicompact (i.e., every open cover has a finite subcover); see 4.3 of [6]. 
Definition 2.7. If $9 is a base for a topology T on a space X, then the topology 2-* 
on X generated by (X \ Cl,, T) B: BE: 33 > is called the cotopology on X ge~erafed 
by 3. If 93 is pretty and (X,r*) is quasicompact, then ,??G is called a cocompact 
pretty base. 
Note that r*C ‘5 and that it depends on the base s. 
Lemma 2.8. If 33 is a pretty base for a space (X, T), and z* is the colopology on 
X generated by $3, then for any weakly Lindeltif subspace Y of (X, T), Cl, Y is 
closed in (X, T *). 
Proof. Let W= Cl, Y and suppose p E X\ W. Choose B, E .B such that p E Bpc 
(X \ W), and for each w E W, choose B,V E 3 such that B,n&= 0. The open cover 
{B,: WE W) of the weakly Lindeliif space W has a countable subfamily such that 
the closure B of its union is in .%? and is disjoint from BP. Then p E X \ BC X \ W. 
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Since X \ BE t * and p E X \ W is arbitrary, this shows that W is closed in (X, r *). 
0 
The main theorem of this paper follows. 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose (X, r) has a cocompact pretty base 33. 
(a) If Y is a weakly Lindeltif subspace of X, then Clx Y and pY are homeo- 
morphic. 
(b) If X is locally weakly Lindeltif, then X is locally compact and basically dis- 
connected. 
(c) If X is an almost-P-space, then X is finite. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2.3, Y is C*-embedded in its closure, so it suffices to show 
that S=Clx Y is r-compact. By Lemma 2.8, S is closed in the quasicompact space 
(X, r*), and hence is quasicompact. 
For each BE 33, X\ B is t-clopen, so (X\ B)nS is r-weakly Lindelof by (*). 
Invoking Lemma 2.8 again, it follows that (X\ B)flS is T*-closed, whence BnS is 
open in the relative topology induced on S by T*. Thus any open cover of S by 
members of 55’ has a finite subset whose union contains S since S is r *-quasicompact. 
Since (X, Y) is a Hausdorff space, S is compact. 
(b) By assumption, each point of X has a weakly Lindelof open neighborhood U, 
and it is clear that { Ufl B: BE ~25’ } is a pretty base for U. So, by (a) and Theorem 
2.4, Cl, U is compact and basically disconnected. As is shown in Section 2 of [8], 
an open subspace of a basically disconnected space is basically disconnected. Thus 
by 4.6 of [5], X is locally compact and basically disconnected. 
(c) If X is infinite, then it contains a countably infinite discrete subspace that is 
C-embedded and closed by Theorem 2.6 and is compact by (a). This contradiction 
establishes (c) and completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Recall that a space is said to be o-bounded if the closure of each of its countable 
sets is compact. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
2.9(a). 
Corollary 2.10. If X has a cocompact pretty base, then X is o-bounded. 0 
3. Remarks and open problems 
All of the above will be generalized to a class of spaces which include those with 
a pretty base and subspaces of F-spaces in a paper being prepared by A. Dow, R. 
Kopperman, R.G. Woods and me, but some additional remarks on the spaces of 
the title seem to be in order. 
3.1. In [2] and [3], examples are given of spaces of minimal prime ideals of a ring 
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C(X) that fail to be F-spaces; in particular, which fail to be basically disconnected. 
(Indeed, no point of these spaces has a compact neighborhood.) So a space with a 
cocompact pretty base can fail to be an F-space. 
3.2. There are many unsolved problems concerning a space X with a cocompact 
pretty base. For example: 
(A) Must X be strongly zero-dimensional; i.e., must PX have a base of clopen sets? 
(B) Must X be normal? (The answer is probably negative.) 
(C) Must X be a k-space; i.e., a quotient of a locally compact space, or equi- 
valently, is every subspace of X that intersects every compact set in a closed set 
necessarily closed? 
(D) If X is basically disconnected, must it be locally compact? What if X is ex- 
tremally disconnected? 
(E) Must there be a commutative reduced ring R satisfying CAC such that X is 
homeomorphic to mR (with the hull-kernel topology)? 
Clearly the last problem is the most important one since spaces of minimal prime 
ideals are the only known examples of spaces with a cocompact pretty base. 
3.3. This paper is written for the proceedings of a conference dedicated in large part 
to the theory of frames and locales, so it seems appropriate to try to establish some 
connection between them and spaces with a pretty base. For definitions and back- 
ground, see [7] and [ 111. 
A base for a frame (or locale) LZ? is a subset 55’ such that each element of L is a 
supremum of elements of 3. One could call LZ? pretty if: 
(i) BE 53 implies 1 1 B = B, and 
(ii) if {B,: n < co} is a sequence of elements of L%‘, then there is a (unique) BE ~6’ 
such that B, AB = B, for all n < co, and for each B’# B in L%‘, there is an n < o such 
that B,r\B’+B,. 
Each of the concepts used in stating Theorem 2.9 can be interpreted in the 
language of locales with the aid of the concept of the nucleus, and it can be asked 
if this theorem holds for locales that are not spatial? 
In [9], Neville shows that a class of frames large enough to include those with a 
pretty base may be represented as bitopological spaces in which one of the topo- 
logies is contained in the other. Since, in the notation of Section 2, T*C T, this may 
be particularly appropriate in this context. A combination of ignorance and lack of 
time prevents me from carrying this further. 
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